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ABSTRACT An efficient and cost-effective power converter is a pre-requisite for the modern power ap-
plications. With the evolvement of matured medium power self-commutated switching devices, multilevel
inverters (MLIs) are emerged as a promising solution for high-power medium-voltage applications. Though,
MLIs are performing a promising role in industrial applications, their high device count, size, cost and control
complexities have restricted their market penetration. To address the disadvantages of MLIs, researchers
are continuously contributing to new generation topologies under the name of reduced switch count (RSC)
MLIs. From the past decade, numerous RSC-MLIs topologies have been reported for various applications.
Therefore, this paper presents a comprehensive review and classification of RSC-MLI topologies, in terms
of their structure, features, limitations, suitability and selection for specific applications.

INDEX TERMS Power converters, multilevel inverters, reduced switch count.

I. INTRODUCTION

The idea of reducing the switch count in inverters was orig-
inated in 1996 by proposing a low power bidirectional dc-
link inverters with a total of eight switches for motor drive
application [1]. However, the continuous evolution of high-
performance semiconductor devices has motivated the cre-
ation of various research trends in inverters, such as mul-
tilevel inverters (MLIs) [2]–[7]. The MLIs use the concept
of aggregating multiple small voltage levels to synthesize a
stepped output voltage waveform, which turns out to be an
attractive solution for high-power, medium-voltage applica-
tions [8]. Lower total harmonic distortion (THD), reduced
stress on switches, reduced dv/dt , lower di/dt and reduced
electromagnetic interference (EMI) are the prime advantages
of MLIs [2]–[4]. Thus, MLIs are proven to be a matured tech-
nology for various commercial and customized products for a
wide power range of applications such as high-voltage direct-
current (HVDC) transmission, flexible ac transmission sys-
tems (FACTS), adjustable speed drives (ASD), active front-
end converters (AFC), custom power devices (CPD), battery
energy storage systems (BESS), electric vehicles (EV) and

renewable energy generation (REG) [4]–[6], [9]–[17]. Among
the topologies of MLIs, diode clamped (DCMLI) [4], [6],
[16]–[19], flying capacitor (FCMLI) [5], [20]–[24] and cas-
cade H-bridge (CHB) [4], [11], [14], [15], [21], [25], [26]
are most popular and termed as classical MLIs. Even though,
these topologies have gathered a great attention both from
academia and industry, their practical implementation is heav-
ily influenced by the application, control complexity and cost.

The main drawback of the DCMLI is its unequal loss distri-
bution which further leads to uneven distribution of junction
temperature and impart the limitations on maximum power
rating, output current, and switching frequency of the in-
verter [4], [19]. This unequal loss distribution can be sub-
stantially improved by replacing the clamping diodes with
active switches and thus, this inverter configuration is known
as active neutral point clamped (ANPC) [19]. However, the
advantages with ANPC comes at the expense of more com-
plex circuit and the need to control the additional switching
devices. The requirement of large number of capacitors and
their pre-charge circuit limits the use of FCMLI in traction
drives only [5]. On the other hand, modular structure and
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fault tolerant ability of CHB turns out to be a sounding so-
lution for applications such as FACTS, HVDC, CPD, EV and
REG. Cascaded family of inverters are also characterized by
cascade connection of modular chopper cells to form each
cluster/phase-leg/arm. Cascaded MLI with H-bridge cells is
known as cascaded H-bridge (CHB) MLI. Whereas, cascaded
MLI composed with bi-directional chopper cells are known as
modular multilevel inverters (MMI). However, the common
concepts hidden among the family members allow to use the
common term modular multilevel cascade inverter (MMCI)
as a family name [15], [27]. Although, these topologies are
scalable and suitable for high power applications but the re-
quirement of isolated dc sources has limited their usage to
active power transfer applications such as FACTS and HVDC
[11].

The switch count of these MLIs increases with the number
of levels. An increase in switch count involves additional
drivers, band-circuits, isolation circuits and their associated
heat sinks and protection requirements [28]–[31]. Moreover,
increased switch count further increases computational bur-
den on the controller. Thus, the size, cost and complexity of
classical MLIs increase at higher levels, making the overall
inverter expensive and imposing limitations on practical im-
plementation and market penetration [29]. The reliability and
losses in the conventional MLIs can be improved by incor-
porating a Z-source network, popularly known as Z-source
inverters (ZSI) [32], [33]. These ZSIs operate in single buck-
boost mode with fewer number of components and no dead
time requirement [34], however, the size of Z-source network,
possible EMI and limited modularity restricted their penetra-
tion in high-power applications.

Hence, researchers continued to explore and evolve newer
topologies by making more or less changes to the classi-
cal MLIs. Thus emerged, asymmetrical CHB configuration
to increase the number of levels with significant reduction
in switch count [11] and other modified configurations to
improve the performance of classical MLIs [19], [35]–[42].
However, control complexity, unequal device blocking volt-
ages and limited switching redundancies of these configura-
tions limited the fault tolerant ability, utilization of dc-sources,
and even power distribution [29]. On the other hand, the
increased component count of power semiconductor devices
and capacitor/dc sources of classical MLI topologies has trig-
gered the researchers to come up with newer topologies with
reduced size and cost. Thus, MLI with reduced device count
originated and this domain of MLIs has been called reduced
switch count (RSC) MLIs [43]. From the past decade, various
enthusiasts carried out extreme research on RSC-MLIs and
developed numerous topologies with significant reduction in
component count, total blocking voltage, cost and ease of
control.

In recent years, several review papers on RSC-MLIs
have been reported. In [44], RSC-MLIs are divided into
unipolar and bipolar topologies and further classified into
series, parallel and mixed connection of submodules. In this
classification, only five different submodules are considered.

In [45], recently developed RSC-MLIs for renewable energy
integration and drives application are discussed. However,
the topologies are summarized based on three categories, i.e.,
symmetrical, asymmetrical, and modified. In [46], another
classification of RSC-MLIs topologies is presented based on
number of phases, presence of transformer, number of dc
sources, and voltage ratio of dc sources. On the other hand, in
the proposed paper the categorization is carried out by con-
sidering either the motivating factors behind the development
of the topology or its key contributing features. Based on
this, the topologies are classified as generalized, stacked, unit
based, switched capacitor, transformer based, and three-phase
topologies. In this context, the qualitative and quantitative
features of topologies of RSC-MLI have been discussed in
this paper. Also, a comparison has been made among all the
reported topologies in-terms of their structural and operational
features such as device count, device ratings, device blocking
voltages, power distribution, redundant switching states, uti-
lization of input dc-sources, modularity, fault tolerant ability
and generalization to higher levels. This facilitates selection
of a well-informed topology for any given application.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Section-II presents
a detailed report on RSC-MLIs, starting from the various
factors considered for developing an RSC-MLI and classi-
fication of RSC-MLIs topologies. Section-III presents de-
tailed features of each reported RSC-MLI topology. Further,
a comparison of reported topologies is given in Section-IV.
Finally, future trends and conclusions of the paper are given in
Section-V and VI.

II. RSC-MLI: BACKGROUND

The objective of RSC-MLIs is to overcome the limitations of
classical MLIs in terms of their size and complexity. How-
ever, the changes in their topological arrangement affect their
structural and operational features such as device blocking
voltages, switching redundancies, device ratings, utilization of
dc-sources, charge balancing of dc-link capacitors, power dis-
tribution, modularity, generalization to higher levels, switch-
ing operation and fault tolerant ability.

A. MOTIVATIONAL FACTORS

Researchers often consider one or more features mentioned
below as a motivation factor behind developing a new RSC-
MLI topology. The main features are listed as follows.
� Device count: To develop the topology with apprecia-

ble reduction in device (switches/diodes/capacitors/dc-
sources) count.

� Device blocking voltages/ratings: To develop the topol-
ogy, involving identical device ratings and producing
minimum device blocking voltages. For a topology, the
total sum of the voltage blocking capability requirement
for all its power switches is referred to as total standing
voltage (TSV) or total voltage blocking capability of
inverter [43].

� Modularity: Topologies with modular structure can eas-
ily be extended to higher levels.
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� Fault tolerant ability: Fault tolerant ability enables the
inverter to withstand abnormal working conditions such
as faults on switching devices or dc sources, ensuring
reliability with balanced operation.

� Even power distribution: Ability of the inverter to ob-
tain required phase-voltage levels by distributing uni-
form power across all basic units/H-bridges. This feature
contributes to charge balance among dc link voltages.

� Requirement and Utilization of dc-sources: Equal uti-
lization of dc sources to contribute to natural balancing
of dc-link voltages in closed loop applications. Reduc-
tion in the requirements of dc sources increased the role
of capacitors and thus emerged self-balancing and volt-
age boosting topologies.

� Application area: As the features of RSC-MLI vary
with topological arrangement, there exists no specific
topology, which can be absolutely advantageous in any
sort of application. Hence, a critical analysis is carried
out among the newly developed topologies in finding out
its best application in the areas such as FACTS, HVDC,
CPD, BESS, ASD, IPQC, EV and consumer electronics.

B. CLASSIFICATION

The interconnection of the switching devices, dc link voltages,
diodes and other auxiliary components in a topology, can be
arranged in any of the physical pattern such as ladder, stair-
case, column, U-shaped, cascade structure and even some-
times may not have any specific layout. Thus, considering the
topological and operational features, developed RSC-MLIs
can be classified as follows.
� Modular topologies: Topologies which can be extended

to higher levels without affecting the device ratings are
called modular configuration. Presence of modularity
increases the ease in extending the topology to higher
levels.

� Unit based configurations: Topology that can be scal-
able for any level in phase-voltage termed as generalized
configuration. On the other hand, if the topology is de-
signed for obtaining a fixed number of output voltage
levels, then it is known as Unit based configuration.

� Half-bridge (chopper) cell-based topologies: To pre-
serve modularity, most of the RSC-MLI’s incorporate a
half-bridge cell as a basic building block. Chopper units
producing a two-level voltage i.e., E or 0, are further
connected in series, parallel, cascade as per the desired
output voltage of RSC-MLI.

� Topologies with H-bridge/HSC structure: To avail
the benefits of classical H-bridge, multiple topolo-
gies are reported by integrating H-bridge with multiple
modular/non-modular units. On the other hand, to per-
mit the topology produce output for multiple switching
combinations, few topologies involve hexagon switched
cell (HSC) structure.

� Topologies with bi-directional switching devices: Sev-
eral RSC-MLI topologies have been reported with

bi-directional switching devices to clamp the midpoint of
dc sources. A discrete semiconductor devices are incor-
porated to construct a switch with bi-directional voltage
blocking and current conducting capability or a reverse
blocking insulated gate bipolar transistor (RBIGBT) is
used [47].

� Symmetrical/Asymmetrical topologies: Most often
MLIs incorporate symmetrical sources (in terms of
magnitude) in the input (dc-link), and can be called
as symmetrical topologies. However to increase the
number of levels without increasing the device count,
asymmetrical topologies are preferred [11]. These
topologies incorporate unequal ratio of sources in
the input (dc-link), and attempts to produce output
voltage for their possible additive and subtractive
combinations. The dc-voltage ratios of sources can
either be in geometric progression (GP) or arithmetic
progression (AP), but to obtain effective reduction in
device count, GP with common ratio of two (binary)
or three (trinary) is preferred. Operation with trinary
voltage ratios is feasible if the topology has the ability
to facilitate output for all the additive and subtractive
combinations of input dc voltages. The reduced device
count of these configurations decreases the inverter
size but increase the device blocking voltages/ratings,
limits switching redundancies, restricts fault tolerant
ability, limits capacitor voltage balancing and produces
non-uniform power distribution among basic units.

� Topologies with even power distribution: Even power
distribution is a feature of control aspect. This phe-
nomenon is also referred as charge balance control or
equal utilization of dc-sources. To achieve this, the topo-
logical switching operation is carried out in a way, that
the average current consumed from each of the sources
is equal, which makes the average powers equal. In other
way, for a given topology, even power distribution or
even load sharing is possible only, if all the input sources
contribute equally towards the output voltage.

� Topologies with equal blocking voltages: Reduction in
switch count of RSC-MLIs has modified their topolog-
ical arrangement, which in turn modified the intercon-
nection of switching devices and input dc-sources (or
capacitors). This impacted the voltage rating/stress of the
switching devices, such that they may encounter unequal
blocking voltages. Thus, considering the device block-
ing voltages, RSC-MLI can be classified into topologies
with even and uneven blocking voltages.

� Topologies with fault tolerant ability: Reliability of
an inverter is ensured by its fault tolerant ability. Re-
duced device count of RSC-MLI’s drastically restricted
the switching redundancies, which provides an alternate
path for the faulty switch and play a vital role in inverter
reconfiguration. Thus, prominence of RSC-MLIs for in-
dustrial and domestic applications demands the topolo-
gies with fault tolerant ability.
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FIGURE 1. Topologies with separate level and polarity generators.

C. CATEGORIES

Considering the above classification, the reported RSC-MLI
topologies can be categorized as shown in Table 1. It is to
be noted that, this categorization is carried out by considering
either the motivating factors behind the development of the
topology or its key contributing features.

III. RSC-MLI TOPOLOGIES AND FEATURES

The physical structure, operational features, merits, limita-
tions and suitable applications of these topologies shown in
Table 1 are explained in this section.

A. GENERALIZED RSC-MLI TOPOLOGIES

Considering the similarities in physical structure and type of
the switching devices incorporated, the topologies listed under
generalized RSC-MLI can further be classified as follows

1) TOPOLOGIES WITH SEPARATE LEVEL AND POLARITY

GENERATOR

Most of the RSC-MLI possess the topological arrangements
that produce odd number of phase-voltage levels with sepa-
rate polarity and level generators. Among these, the popular
configurations are multilevel dc-link (MLDCL) [48], [49],
switched series parallel sources (SSPS) [50], [51], reverse
voltage (RV) [52], [53], series connected switched sources
(SCSS) [54], [55], multilevel module (MLM) [56] and criss-
cross (CC) [57]. Per-phase structures of these configurations

with three dc sources are shown in Fig. 1. The level generator
in these structures consists of series connection of several ba-
sic units. Each basic unit consists of a half-bridge or chopper-
cell with an isolated dc source. In case of MLM, the level
generator consists of bidirectional switches. For MLDCL and
SSPS topologies, the switches in the level generator oper-
ates with uniform voltage stress and equal device blocking
voltages. In case of RV, SCSS and MLM the voltage stress
increases with addition of new basic unit. However, in all
these topologies, the blocking voltage of each device in po-
larity generator is equal to the total dc link voltage. All these
topologies support both symmetrical and asymmetrical con-
figurations except SCSS and MLM. However, their inability
to synthesize output voltage for subtractive combination of
dc-sources limits their asymmetric ability for trinary voltage
ratios. The modular and redundant structure of MLDCL al-
lows to tolerate multiple open-circuit (OC) faults on certain
devices in level generator [141]. In [142], a modified MLDCL
configuration is reported for grid integrated PV system by
replacing by-pass switches in the level generator of MLDCL
with diodes. Though, this modification reduced the device
requirement, however, the main disadvantage for this solution
is that it cannot inject reactive power into the grid.

In SSPS, the level generator cannot produce zero voltage
and it is obtained from polarity generator. To obtain any
positive or negative voltage level in SSPS shown in Fig. 1(b),
only two devices in level generator are in conduction. With
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TABLE 1. Categorization of RSC-MLI Topologies series/parallel operation, SSPS is operated in self-balancing
mode, where one stiff dc link voltage is sufficient to charge all
the dc link capacitors such that the output voltage is boosted,
and number of levels are increased. This feature of SSPS is
well suited for battery charging and energy storage appli-
cations [51]. Further, the series/parallel operation increases
the utilization of dc sources, which is advantageous in grid-
connected PV systems [143]. A further reduction in switch
count and switching losses are possible with an addition of an
H-bridge to SSPS RSC-MLI [50]. To minimize the switching
losses, the additional H-bridge can be operated at carrier
frequency and level generator at fundamental frequency.
Motivated by series/parallel switching of SSPS, various
asymmetrical stair-case topologies are reported in recent
times to reduce dc sources [144]–[146]. Adapting minor mod-
ification in SSPS, a three-stair thirteen-level asymmetrical
boost topology with voltage gain of two is reported in [144].
Similarly in [145], a nine-level self-balancing boost topology
with a voltage gain of two is reported for high-frequency
power distribution system application. A scalable asymmetric
stair-case configuration involving both bi-directional and uni-
directional switches is reported in [146]. Structurally, all these
configurations resemble conventional SSPS, however offers
more switching redundancies and increased voltage levels.

RV topology is also modular structure and can be extended
to higher levels by duplicating the encircled middle stage
of level generator shown in Fig. 1(d). In addition to the
above configurations, a crisscross RSC-MLI configuration is
reported in recent times, which also involves an H-bridge for
polarity generation, and a crisscross two-string structure as
level generator [57]. Each string structure consists of multiple
half-bridge units connected in series, further both the strings
are connected in crisscross pattern with a pair of unidirectional
switches as shown in Fig. 1(f). Each half-bridge unit consists
of a dc-source, a uni-directional switch and power diode, and
can produce a voltage either E or 0. This configuration is
fault tolerant with possible even power distribution among dc
sources and can operate with both symmetrical and asymmet-
rical voltage ratios. With n number of symmetrical voltage
sources per string, (i.e., 2n sources overall), CCS requires
(2n + 6) switches and obtains (4n + 1) levels. For sym-
metrical configuration, rating of devices in semi-half bridge
cells is equal to the magnitude of dc-source. However, the
device blocking voltage of crisscross switches are higher (sum
of the total dc-link of both strings). This topology can be
extended either by increasing the submodules in each string or
series connection of several crisscross two-string structures. A
reduced switch count version of this topology is also proposed
in [57] by replacing one of the string structure with a dc
source.

The level generators of topologies shown in Fig. 1 can
generate levels with additive combinations of dc sources only.
However, the topology presented in [58] and shown in Fig. 2,
can generate the output voltage waveform with additive and
subtractive operation of input dc sources. Therefore, this
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FIGURE 2. A trinary asymmetric separate level and polarity
generator-based topology.

topology supports asymmetry with trinary voltage ratios in dc
sources.

2) TOPOLOGIES WITH T-TYPE STRUCTURE

The topological structure where bi-directional switch inter-
connects multiple nodes of dc-link with phase-leg of full/half
bridge on load side is called as T-type structure. These struc-
tures involve both uni and bi-directional switches. The popular
configurations of the T-type topology with full bridge, cas-
caded and half-bridge structure are shown in Fig. 3 [59]–[63],
[64], [147]. Among the three, T-type with full bridge structure
is popular due to its simplified structure with appreciable
reduction in switch count. However, each of them has their
own merits and limitations and are explained in this section.
i) T-type RSC-MLI: This H-bridge based topology is pro-
posed in 2006 [59]–[63]. The uni-directional switches are
arranged to form an H-bridge and the mid-point of one phase-
leg of H-bridge is connected to the dc link voltages through
bi-directional switches. The switching devices in a phase-leg
of an H-bridge to which the bi-directional switches are con-
nected are operated at carrier frequency and the devices in the
other phase-leg operate at modulating signal frequency. The
per phase structure of T-type with three dc voltage sources is
shown in Fig. 3(a). At any instant, only two devices are in
conduction, which helps in reducing the conduction losses.
This topology produces unequal device blocking voltages and
the absence of redundancies limited this configuration to sym-
metrical only. This topology can be extended either by in-
creasing the number of dc sources with bi-directional switches
or by cascading several T-type modules [64]. The latter one
creates switching redundancies and facilities to operate with
asymmetrical voltage ratios. However, dc link voltages in an
individual T-type module should be identical. Fig. 3(b) shows
the cascaded T-type MLI with two five-level T-type modules.
ii) Half-leg T-type RSC-MLI: In half-bridge based T-type
topology, the dc link is common to all the phases and each
phase-leg is connected to the dc link through bi-directional
switches [66], [147]. The structure of this topology for three-
level is shown in Fig. 3(c). This can produce even and odd
levels in phase-voltage and can be extended to higher levels
by increasing the dc sources with bi-directional switches. In
Fig. 3(c), two devices per leg are in conduction at any time

and voltage rating of bi-directional switches is lower than the
devices in phase-leg. Therefore, this configuration produces
lower conduction losses and less total blocking voltage as
compared to DCMLI and ANPC [19].

This topology is reported for various PV and grid connected
applications [65]. Fault tolerant strategies and reconfiguration
of this inverter for open-circuit switch faults is reported in
[66]. This topology doesn’t possess switching redundancies
however, the charge balance among the dc link voltages can
be obtained by equalizing the rate of charge over a funda-
mental cycle [59] or by involving sophisticated modulation
techniques such as SVM.

3) TOPOLOGIES WITH HSC STRUCTURES

These topologies involve uni-directional switches to form a
hexagon switch cell (HSC) structure and uses bi-directional
switches to connect HSC to the dc link. This HSC structure
permits the topology to operate with switching redundan-
cies. However, depending on the arrangement of bi-directional
switches and dc-link, there are various HSC based configura-
tions reported.
i) Topology – I (bi-directional switch on one side of HSC):

This configuration is hybrid connection of T-type with HSC
and, thus can be called as hybrid T-type or improved T-type
RSC-MLIs. The topological structure of this RSC-MLI with
two stiff dc sources ES and ER on either side of HSC as shown
in Fig. 4(a) [67], [68]. This topology can be extended by
increasing the bi-directional switches or by cascading several
modules. From Fig. 4(a), it is observed that, short circuit-
ing uni-directional switches H5 and H2 and, open circuiting
voltage source ER, makes this topology identical to five-level
T-type MLI. Thus, the addition of uni-directional switches
modifies the H-bridge to HSC and, facilitates the topology to
operate for asymmetrical configurations. Further, for ES = ER,

the configuration operates as symmetrical and is asymmetri-
cal if ES � ER. Symmetrical configuration of this topology
with n dc link capacitors can produce (4n + 1) levels in
phase-voltage. To operate the inverter for other voltage levels,
asymmetrical configuration with appropriate voltage ratios
should be selected. For instance, considering ES = ER = 2E

in Fig. 4(a), then capacitor voltages, EC1 = EC2 = ES/2 =

E and the inverter operates for nine-level. If ES = 2ER = 2E,
produces seven-level in phase-voltage with magnitude varying
from ±3E. Further, switching operation of this topology with
ES =

2
3 ER = 2E, produces eleven-levels.

ii) Topology – II (bi-directional switch on both side of HSC):

This configuration is similar to Topology-I presented above,
but interconnects both sides of HSC and dc links through
bi-directional switches as shown in Fig. 4(b) [67], [68]. This
topology resembles back-to-back connection of two half-leg
T-type modules through a pair of uni-directional devices. This
increases asymmetrical ability of the inverter and enables
to obtain voltage levels with significant reduction in switch
count. However, the remaining features and operation of this
topology remains to be similar as Topology – I [67], [68],
[148], [149].
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FIGURE 3. Topologies with T-type structures.

iii) Topology – III (bi-directional switches inside HSC): The
topology shown in Fig. 4(c) is an extension of topology–
II shown in Fig. 4(b) by connecting two cross-connected
switches inside HSC [69]. Similar to Fig. 4(b), this config-
uration also produce a maximum output voltage of (Es +

ER). However, involvement of cross-connected switches in-
crease the switching states and permit the configuration to
produce output up to 25 switching combinations [69]. With
symmetrical dc sources, most of these switching states have
redundancies and produce nine-level output voltage, varying
from +2E to –2E in steps of E/2. However, by selecting ES

= E and ER = 5E, this configuration can produce 25-level
output voltage, varying from +6E to –6E, with step-size of
E/2. The TSV of this topology is 5(ES + ER) + 2 max(ES,
ER). This configuration is extended to higher levels either by
cascading or by connecting additional dc-link capacitors with
bi-directional switches in T-connection.
iv) Extended HSC structures [70]–[72]: The physical ar-
rangement of these extended HSC structures are shown in
Fig. 4(d) and (e), where the topology is valid for both sym-
metrical and asymmetrical configurations. In Fig. 4(d), for
symmetrical configuration with n dc sources involves n bi-
directional switches and six uni-directional switches to ob-
tain (2n + 1) levels in phase-voltage [70]. However, to work
with asymmetrical configuration, the magnitude of the voltage
sources multiplies through a factor of two and the maximum
output voltage and the number of levels becomes equal to
(2n − 1)E and (4n − 1), respectively. By replacing the ex-
terior bi-directional switches on either side of Fig. 4(d) with
uni-directional switches, a modified configuration is reported
in [72] and shown in Fig. 4(e). In addition to these, few other
configurations are also reported, where the HSC is extended
to higher levels by involving a nested structure as reported in
[71].

4) TOPOLOGIES WITH LADDER-BASED STRUCTURES

Few configurations possess ladder based physical arrange-
ment with bi or uni-directional switches connected on

either side of the dc-link. The popular configurations under
this category are cascaded bi-polar switched cells (CBSC)
[73], switched dc-sources (SDS) [74]–[76] and packed U-cell
(PUC) [43], [77]. These configurations with three sources in
dc-link are shown in Fig. 5. PUC and SDS uses uni-directional
switches in their structure and CBSC is framed with bi-
directional switches. The topological configuration of PUC is
similar to SDS, however it includes few modifications in the
arrangement of switches and dc voltage ratios [43], [77]. SDS
is also known as cross-connected sources (CCS) RSC-MLI. In
common, all of these configurations operate with limited re-
dundancies with restricted fault tolerant ability and utilization
of dc sources. The fault tolerant ability of SDS can be im-
proved by connecting an additional cross switch between the
dc-sources in every two U-cells [150]. This cross-connected
switch facilitates fault tolerant ability by by-passing any faulty
unit or dc source or a switch.

Unlike, SDS and PUC, CBSC involves a greater number of
switches. However, the gate drivers are equal to the number
of bi-directional switches. In addition, CBSC produces lower
conduction losses as, at any instant, only two devices are
in conduction. CBSC is extended to higher levels either by
cascading or by connecting a pair of bi-directional switches
with an additional voltage source.

CBSC and SDS operates with unequal device blocking
voltages, and valid for both symmetrical and asymmetrical
configurations. However their in-ability to realize the out-
put voltage for subtractive combination of dc-link voltage
ratios has restricted their asymmetrical ability [73]. Unlike
SDS and CBSC, PUC have uniform device blocking voltages.
PUC operates for both additive and subtractive combinations
of dc sources, however with symmetrical dc sources, the
switching combinations of PUC cannot produce more than
three-levels in phase-voltage. This is due to the consecutive
addition and subtraction of dc voltages in switching path.
Therefore, this topology is advantageous with asymmetrical
dc sources. Further, on operating PUC with asymmetrical dc
voltages, levels can be increased, however the magnitude of
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FIGURE 4. Hybrid T-type topologies and extended HSC structures.

the output voltage will always be less than the total dc input
voltage.

A 49-level PUC is reported in [151], [152] by cascading two
asymmetrical seven-level PUC units demonstrates the asym-
metric ability of PUC. A ZPUC converter is reported in [153]
to operate PUC with a single dc-link for both single-phase and
three-phase systems. To achieve this, ZPUC involves an addi-
tional FC module in conventional PUC, however the operation
and number of levels vary with the available redundancies.
The unipolar voltage produced by each leg of ZPUC facilitates
its scope in modular multilevel converters (MMC).

FIGURE 5. Topologies with ladder-based structures.

B. STACKED TOPOLOGIES

These configurations are developed by interconnecting two or
more inverter topologies. Similar concept was implemented
in past to develop hybrid topologies from classical MLIs to
reduce their switch count and address voltage balancing is-
sues. If a stacked configuration is developed with two inverter
configurations, one among them is termed as primary inverter
(one with stiff dc source or larger dc bus voltage) and the
other one is called as secondary inverter. In recent times,
this concept of stacking is reported to develop asymmetri-
cal configurations with effective voltage balancing capability.
Such reported configurations are listed under this category
[78]–[81].

1) STACKED CONFIGURATION WITH LEVEL DOUBLING

NETWORK (LDN)

LDN is a level doubling network used to effectively double
the output voltage levels of a given topology by reducing their
switch count and voltage balancing issues. LDN consists of
a floating capacitor and complimentary pair of switching de-
vices, and, is connected in cascade to the configuration whose
levels need to be increased [79], [80].

Assuming VLDN is the dc-link voltage of LDN, then its cor-
responding output switches between VLDN and zero. If VLDN

is exactly half of the dc bus voltage of the cascaded topology
(VHB), then the output voltage of the cascade combination
(Vo) have fundamental component and odd harmonics only.
The power delivered/absorbed by LDN in one half cycle will
be compensated in the next half cycle. For suppose VLDN <

VHB/2, then Vo will have negative dc component which intro-
duces negative dc component in the output current that will
charge the LDN capacitor. Similarly, If VLDN > VHB/2, then
Vo will have positive dc component which introduces positive
dc component in the output current that will discharge the
LDN capacitor. This repetitive charging and discharging will
take place until VLDN = VHB/2. Thus, LDN has self-balancing
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FIGURE 6. Stacking of two-level inverter with CHB [80].

capability in addition to doubling the number of levels of any
MLI topology. However, the structure and control principle
of LDN has limited the capacitor to have discharging opera-
tion in positive half-cycle and charging in negative half-cycle.
This demands a higher value of capacitance to suppress the
ripple-voltage in low-frequency drives. In case, if multiple
LDNs are involved to a configuration whose dc-link voltage is
VHB, then only one among (LDN1) them will directly charge
to VHB/2 from the VHB, and LDN2 will charge to VLDN 1/2 (i.e.,
VHB/22) from LDN1. This will continue until LDN charges
to least voltage i.e., VHB/2n. This may result in loss of self-
balancing ability for all LDNs except the one with lowest
voltage. Under this condition, each LDN (except one with
least voltage) requires a closed-loop voltage control or needs
to be charged from an auxiliary dc source. In literature, this
concept of LDN is well reported for both classical MLIs and
RSC-MLI configurations.

LDN for symmetrical seven-level CHB MLI configuration
to achieve an equivalent 13-level asymmetric topology is re-
ported in [78], [80] and shown in Fig. 6. In this topology,
the LDN has a three-leg structure with dc-link arrangement
and is common to LDN of all phases. This configuration is
similar to the hybrid configuration of seven-level CHB with
two-level inverter [78], [80]. LDN maintains uniform loading
among operating modules of the cascaded units, which sig-
nificantly improves the power quality, reduces the switching
frequency, as well as cost and size of the power filter. In
[81], the concept of LDN incorporating stiff dc-sources both
in LDN and cascaded inverter, is extended to half-leg T-type
RSC-MLI, thereby increasing its levels from four to seven.
Similarly, with n sources in dc-link this topology produces
(n + 1) uni-polar levels in pole-voltage. Further, the LDN

FIGURE 7. A hybrid 11-level configuration by stacking 5-level ANPC
(primary) and FC module (secondary).

converts this (n + 1) level uni-polar voltage to (2n + 1) level
bi-polar voltage with magnitude varying from +nE to −nE.

2) STACKED CONFIGURATION WITHOUT LDN

Stacked configuration of MLIs developed without involving
LDN are listed under this category. In literature, hybrid MLI
configurations are reported by stacking two or more inverter
topologies by including more/less topological modifications.
One such popular example is a nine-level RSC-MLI devel-
oped by stacking two five-level topologies, where each five-
level inverter is framed by stacking a three-level FCMLI and
a capacitor fed H-bridge inverter [86]. Motivated by [86],
a 49-level asymmetrical RSC configuration is developed by
stacking a 17-level asymmetrical configuration with various
selector switches to produce a 49-level pole-voltage with step
size of E/96 [87]. The 17-level asymmetrical configuration
is framed by stacking a three-level FCMLI (primary inverter)
with three H-bridge units (secondary inverter). The selector
switches are operated at fundamental frequency. This arrange-
ment of dc-link followed by selector switches remains in com-
mon to all phases, and a separate 17-level inverter is placed in
each phase [87].

An alternative approach to arrange this 49-level configura-
tion is also reported in [87], where the configuration is framed
by stacking a nine-level FC unit (Primary inverter) with two
H-bridge modules (secondary inverter). However dc-link of
this arrangement involves six dc sources of each E/12, and
multiple selector switches to interconnect the dc-link and the
stacked inverter structure [87]. Motivated from concept of
stacking, various other configurations are reported in litera-
ture. However only few of them possess simplified modular
structure and turned to be attractive RSC-MLI configurations.
Such popular stacked configurations are explained here under
[84]–[93].
i) Toplogy-1 (Hybrid ANPC configuration): A hybrid 11-
level RSC-MLI configuration developed by stacking 5-level
ANPC (primary) and FC module (secondary) is reported in
[82], [83] and shown in Fig. 7. In this configuration, ANPC
module operates at fundamental frequency and FC module
operates at carrier frequency. ANPC is a hybrid multilevel
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FIGURE 8. Five-level hybrid flying-capacitor (5L-HFC) inverter.

converter developed from NPC and FC converters. Thus,
ANPC possesses robustness of NPC and flexibility of FC.
Hence, advantages of both NPC and FC are incorporated into
ANPC converter which enables it to be employed in many in-
dustrial applications. Most often ANPC is extended to higher
levels by increasing FC units.

Compared with 5L-NPC and 5L-FC topologies, the cost
and control complexity of the 5L-ANPC topology is reduced,
since it requires only one FC per phase without any clamping
diodes. Furthermore, the dc-link capacitor voltages can be
self-balanced if passive front-end rectifiers are used. Due to
these advantages 5L-ANPC inverters, has been used in indus-
trial applications. Motivated by [82], a nine-level RSC-MLI
developed by stacking a 5L-ANPC and a half-bridge are re-
ported in [89], [90], where the half-bridge operates at line
frequency to balance the dc-link voltages, irrespective to the
modulation scheme.
ii) Topology-2 (HFC configuration): Motivated from ANPC
[82], Fig. 8 shows a five-level HFC (hybrid flying capacitor)
reported by stacking a three-level FC unit and two two-level
converter units in [91], [92]. As compared to 5L-ANPC, the
dc-link of this topology is divided into three series connected
capacitors with middle-point connections. The top and bottom
capacitor voltages are equal and, also half of the middle capac-
itor voltage. Therefore, the voltage rating of switching devices
connected to the dc bus is decreased by a half as compared
with 5L-ANPC.

Further, the loss distribution in 5L-HFC is improved as
compared with 5L-ANPC. However, by splitting the dc-link
into three series-connected capacitors, the 5L-HFC inverter
suffers from voltage unbalance among the capacitors. This
problem can be solved by using a chopper circuit comprising
of active switches, inductors and a diode [92]. However, in
back-to-back configuration systems, the voltage unbalance
problem can be solved by modifying the modulation tech-
nique [92]. A similar topology for four-levels is presented in
[52].
iii) Topology-3 (T-type and cross-connected modules): To
address the high device count of classical MLIs, high device
rating and voltage balancing issues of complicated topological

FIGURE 9. Basic unit RSC-MLI topology.

structure of SC topologies, a modular RSC-MLI configuration
is reported by stacking T-type and cross-connected module
(CCM) [93]. The number of levels can be increased by con-
necting several cross modules. Features of this configuration
are modularity, ability to extend to higher levels without in-
creasing the ratings of circuit components and boosting the
input voltage without requiring bulky inductors and trans-
formers.

C. UNIT-BASED RSC-MLIS

To simplify the topological size, cost and complexity, few au-
thors reported sustainable topologies with extreme reduction
in switch count, with respect to the classical MLIs. However,
these topologies can produce only a finite number of levels
in output voltage and doesn’t have the feasibility to operate
for a generalized level. In the other way, each building/basic
unit of these configurations acts as an RSC-MLI with a fixed
topological configuration and output voltage levels. Review-
ing the topologies reported, the following are the unit-based
configurations.

1) BASIC UNIT RSC-MLI

This H-bridge based topology reported in 2015 [94], involves
separate polarity and level generators. The topological ar-
rangement of the basic unit RSC-MLI to obtain five-level
unipolar voltage is shown in Fig. 9. The basic unit shown in
Fig. 9 has two parts i.e., three-cell structure and single-cell
structure. Three cell structure involves three voltage sources
connected through five uni-directional switches and single
cell structure consists of one voltage source and two uni-
directional switches. The purpose of highlighted single-cell
structure is to facilitate the voltage levels (missing levels in
phase-voltage) that are not produced by three-cell structure.
With symmetrical voltage ratios, level generator produces
five-level unipolar voltage.

Processing the output of level generator through a polarity
generator, produces nine-level phase-voltage. This topology
possesses limited switching redundancies and produces un-
equal device blocking voltages. To extend this RSC-MLI to
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FIGUE 10. Symmetrical unit-based RSC-MLIs topologies.

higher levels, several basic units are connected in cascade
[94]. However, to increase the voltage levels with appreciable
reduction in switch count, several units of level generator
(duplicating only three-cell structure) are connected in series
followed by a common polarity generator [94].

2) SYMMETRICAL UNIT-BASED TOPOLOGIES

In [95], [96], two unit-based configurations, which operate
with decent reduction in device count for a definite number of
output voltage levels has been reported. These configurations
are explained here under.
i) Five-level configuration: Each unit shown in Fig. 10(a) is
a symmetrical five-level inverter and reported for nine-level
by cascading two units [95]. Switching pulses are exchanged
among the cascaded units for every cycle. This results in
uniform performance of the units.
ii) Nine-level configuration: This nine-level symmetrical
configuration shown in Fig. 10(b) seems to be similar to
topology–I of hybrid T-type configuration, where the dc-link
capacitors are limited to two with equal voltages [96]. How-
ever, this configuration appears to be a rearrangement of nine-
level symmetrical configuration of hybrid T-type topology–I.
This configuration is extended to higher levels by cascading
several units.

3) ASYMMETRICAL UNIT-BASED TOPOLOGIES

Two asymmetrical configurations namely, E-type in [97] and,
ST-type in [98] shown in Fig. 11 has been reported.

E-type module shown in Fig. 11(a) is a 13-level inverter
with four dc sources of 1: 2 voltage ratio, two bi-directional
and six uni-directional switches arranged in an envelope struc-
ture. Square T-type (ST-type) shown in Fig. 11(b) was inspired
from E-type, where each basic unit acts as a seventeen-level
inverter by itself [98]. The basic unit of ST-Type involves four
dc voltages with 1: 3 voltage ratio, six uni-directional and
three bidirectional switches. As similar to E-type, this topol-
ogy is extended to higher levels by cascade/series connection.
Both these topologies have unequal device blocking voltages
and limited switching redundancies. In [154], a K-type topol-
ogy is reported for 13-levels, which is similar to E-type except
replacing dc sources, E2 and E4 in Fig. 11(a) with capacitors

FIGURE 11. Asymmetrical unit-based RSC-MLIs.

FIGURE 12. Hexagonal switched cell (HSC) topology.

and series connected switches with anti-parallel diodes. A
control method is given in [154] to charge these capacitors.

4) COMPACT MODULE CONFIGURATIONS

The basic topology of seven-level module with three dc
sources and ten switches [99]. This seven-level module can be
extended to form a 13-level compact module with additional
six switches [99]. It is worth noting that most of the RSC-
MLIs based on T-type and HSC modules do not take dead-
time into consideration. As the freewheeling current path dur-
ing dead-time is considered, an undesirable voltage spikes
might be possible. But in this topology, a proper freewheeling
path is provided to enable smooth flow of inductive current.
Therefore, the output voltage during dead-time is dependent
on the direction of freewheeling current and a smooth voltage
level transition is assured [99].

5) HSC CONFIGURATION

In [100], authors reported the basic unit of this configuration
as a novel H-bridge, however in recent times it was popular
as hexagonal switched cell (HSC). Each of the HSC unit
acts a five-level inverter for 1: 1 dc-link voltage ratios and
seven-level inverter for 1: 2 dc-link voltage ratios as shown
in Fig. 12. This structure is modular, fault tolerant and ex-
tendable to higher levels by cascading, without changing the
device ratings in each module. Furthermore, this topology
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FIGURE 13. A nine-level extended HSC unit with four dc sources.

FIGURE 14. Extended HSC unit with four dc sources.

supports equal utilization of dc-link voltages in symmetrical
configuration. Also, this configuration acted as a motivation to
develop the non H-bridge based topologies to avoid separate
polarity and level generator structures, such as hybrid T-type
and extended HSC based configurations.

6) EXTENDED HSC UNITS

These topologies are derived by adding one or two additional
dc sources for the HSC unit.
i) Topology 1: In [28], a nine-level basic unit is reported with
four dc sources as shown in Fig. 13. This topology supports
asymmetry and extended by cascading several units. With
trinary voltage ratio, i.e., ES1 = ES2 = E and ER1 = ER2 =

3E, this topology produces 17-levels.
ii) Topology II: In [101], an extended HSC unit is reported
with four dc sources as shown in Fig. 14. By selecting, ES1

= E, ES2 = 5E, ER1 = 2E and ER2 = 10E, Fig. 14 produces
31-level output voltage waveform. However, with the above
asymmetric dc voltage ratio, this topology doesn’t have any
switching redundancy.
iii) Topology III: A basic unit with three dc sources and eight
unidirectional switches is reported in [71], [102] and shown
in Fig. 15. This basic unit supports both symmetrical and
asymmetrical dc voltage ratios. This configuration operates in
buck mode, where the maximum output voltage of this unit
is limited to the sum of the two highest rating dc sources.
Selecting E1 = E, E2 = 2E and E3 = 5E, each basic unit
produces 15-level output voltage varying from +7E to –7E.
However, operating with symmetrical voltage ratios, it pro-
duces five-level output voltage varying from +2E to –2E.

FIGURE 15. A basic unit derived HSC with three dc sources.

FIGURE 16. An extended H-bridge T-type topology [103].

FIGURE 17. An extended H-bridge T-type topology [104].

7) ASYMMETRICAL T-TYPE TOPOLOGIES

These basic unit topologies are derived from T-type H-bridge
topology.
i) Topology 1: This topology is derived from H-bridge based
T-type topology to promote asymmetrical operation of dc
sources [103]. The basic unit of this topology is shown in
Fig. 16, produces nine-levels in symmetrical configuration
and 13-levels with asymmetrical configuration (E1 = 2E and
E2 = E3 = E). This topology can be extended to higher
levels either by cascading multiple units or duplicating the
highlighted portion in Fig. 16 and connect them in parallel
as given in [103].
ii) Topology 1I: In [104], a T-type based basic unit is reported
and shown in Fig. 17. By selecting, E1 = E and E2 = 2E,

this basic unit produces 11-level output voltage waveform.
Switches, S1 and S2 are operated at fundamental frequency
and both have to bear the maximum voltage stress. This
topology can be extended to higher levels either by cascading
multiple units or duplicating the highlighted portion in Fig. 17
and connect them one above the other as given in [104].
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FIGURE 18. SC unit RSC-MLIs reported in [105].

D. SWITCHED CAPACITOR (SC) TOPOLOGIES

To address the issue of voltage unbalance among the dc link
capacitors and to reduce the requirement of input dc sources,
switched capacitor topologies are reported. These topologies
possess modular structure with switched capacitor units con-
nected in organized patterns such as series, parallel or cascade.
Majority of SC topologies are derived by cascading a front-
side SC module with an end-side H-bridge or incorporating an
SC module with in H-bridge [155]. These topologies produce
the desired voltage levels and ensure the charge balance of dc
link capacitors by switching them in series/parallel with dc
source. In most of the topologies, the capacitor voltages are
self- balanced as they are directly charged by the dc source.
Unless a complicated charge balance scheme is required. By
using optimized PWM scheme, the ripple in capacitor voltage
can be reduced [155]. In these topologies the voltage gain (or
voltage boosting factor) is calculated by dividing the gener-
ated peak ac output voltage with sum of the voltages of stiff
dc sources present in the topology. The reported RSC-MLIs
falling under this category are listed below.

1) SERIES/PARALLEL BASED SC UNIT TOPOLOGIES

Each SC unit of these configuration operates in boost mode
and produces a unipolar voltage, which is further converted to
bi-polar with a polarity generator. Further, multiple SC units
are integrated with a common dc source and switched in series
parallel configuration promoting self-balancing and voltage
boosting ability.
i) Topology-1: Basic SC unit topology: In [105], a novel
switched capacitor (SC) unit with a power diode (D), a com-
plimentary switch pair (P and S) and one capacitor (C) has
been reported and shown in Fig. 18(a). This SC unit is ener-
gized with a stiff dc source (E). When P is ON, C charges
to E through D and produces an output voltage of E. Like-
wise, when S is ON, D becomes reverse biased and C starts
discharging to load, producing an output voltage of 2E, there
by the proposed SC unit operates in boost mode with voltage
gain of two. However, this SC unit does not produce zero
and negative levels, hence, a polarity generator is required.
To extend this topology, the author suggested three possible
configurations with series/parallel connection of SC units with
a common or separate polarity generator for each unit.

Configuration–I: Fig. 18(b) shows the series connection
of n SC units with a common polarity generator. In each
SC unit, the capacitor charges to E, when its corresponding
switch P is ON, there by connecting the capacitor in parallel
to the dc source. Further the capacitor voltage is added to the
output of former unit (or source voltage), when its respective
S switch is ON, thus producing a maximum output voltage
of (n + 1)E with a single stiff dc source. This configuration
has equal device blocking voltages, operates in boost mode
with self-balancing of dc link capacitors. However, at higher
levels, a voltage drop across the capacitors is significant and
may adversely affect its performance. In addition, this config-
uration does not have the feasibility to by-pass any of the SC
unit under faulty condition.

Configuration–II: Incorporating a polarity generator in
each SC unit, another possible way to extend the topology
with cascade connection is shown in Fig. 18(c). Each module
in Fig. 18(c) acts as a five-level inverter. Involvement of a stiff
dc-source for each unit, reduces the capacitor voltage drop
issues at higher levels and, further involvement of polarity
generator for each unit supports asymmetry and improves
fault tolerant ability, but increases device count with respect
to Fig. 18(b).

Configuration–III: With an aim to minimize the capacitor
voltage drop and device count, a modified SC unit with a stiff
dc source for each unit and common polarity generator for
all the units is reported as shown in Fig. 18(d). This modified
SC unit involves an additional uni directional switch Zj and
a power diode D2j, and produces three voltage levels i.e., E,
2E and zero in its output. In any unit, with P ON and Zj

OFF, D2j turns forward biased which by-passes the SC unit
and produces zero-level in its corresponding output. With Zj

ON, D2j is reverse biased and, operating the complimentary
switches P and S, capacitor is connected either in parallel or
series with the source, producing an output voltage of E and
2E respectively. The purpose of D2j is to prevent current flow-
ing backward when the unit is bypassed. Replacing D2j with
controlled unidirectional switch, this configuration works well
for inductive loads.
ii) Topology-1I: Modified SC unit: In [106], a SC unit shown
in Fig. 19 has been reported, which appears to be inspired
from Fig. 18(a) SC unit.
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FIGURE 19. Modified switched capacitor unit topology [106].

In this, each unit consists of two modules, i.e., first one
is the main module (non-repeating) with one stiff dc source,
one capacitor, a complementary switching pair and one diode.
The structure and operation of main module is similar to
Fig. 18(a). Followed by main module, a secondary module
(repeating module) which consists of three uni-directional
switches and one capacitor. With one main module and one
secondary module, Fig. 19 produces nine-levels. The overall
voltage gain is four and TSV of Fig. 19 is 22E. By operat-
ing S12 in main module, C1 is charged to E through the dc
source. Further operating S11 (in main module), S22 and S23

(in the secondary module), the C2 is charged to 2E, from the
dc source and C1. This produces four-level uni-polar voltage
which is further converted to nine-level with a polarity gener-
ator. This SC unit operates in boost mode and is extended to
higher levels by duplicating the secondary module. This con-
figuration has significant reduction in switch count but suffers
from high device count and unequal device blocking voltages.

2) FBC (FULL BRIDGE CELL) WITH INHERENT SC UNIT

These topologies are developed by adding a triple boosting
switched capacitor unit to the H-bridge. Topologies reported
under this are explained below.
i) Seven-level SC tripler topology: In [107], [108], a self-
balanced seven-level switched capacitor topology is reported
and shown in Fig. 20(a). A triple boosting switched capacitor
unit is incorporated by adding two capacitors and two diodes
to the H-bridge. When switches S1 and S4 are turned ON while
S2 and S3 are OFF, both capacitors C1 and C2 are charged by
the voltage source, resulting in capacitors voltages equal to E.
Therefore, this boosting unit produces unipolar voltage levels
with maximum voltage of 3E. Further, a polarity generator is
used to synthesize seven-level output waveform. The capaci-
tors are self-balanced and TSV of this topology is 18E. This
topology is suitable for PV integration [108]. This topology
can be extended to higher levels by cascading several units.
ii) 13-level SC tripler plus doubler topology: This topology
is similar to the Fig. 20(a), but a SC doubler unit is incorpo-
rated in polarity generator to produce 13-level output voltage.
The circuit configuration is shown in Fig. 20(b) [109]. The
capacitors C3 and C4 in SC doubler unit are charged to 3E

when the tripler unit output is 3E. All components employed
in this SC doubler unit withstand the same voltage stress of
3E and all the devices in tripler unit are rated for E. The TSV
of this topology is 36E.

FIGURE 20. H-bridge based SC topologies.

FIGURE 21. Five-level SC units.

3) SWITCHED CAPACITOR CELL (SCC) WITH HALF-BRIDGE

CELLS (HBC)

To address the voltage balancing issues and device voltage
stress of the switched capacitor topologies, a five-level SC unit
shown in Fig. 21, which incorporates a switched capacitor cell
(SCC) and two half-bridge cell (HBC) [110], [111] has been
reported.

In Fig. 21(a), each capacitor charges to E and, HBC bal-
ances the capacitor voltages and transforms the voltage pro-
duced by SCC to the load terminals [110]. This produces
five-level output voltage varying from ±2E. A similar config-
uration shown in Fig. 21(b) is reported by the same authors by
re-arranging the SCC and HBC structures [111]. Both these
configurations have voltage boosting and balancing ability,
support asymmetry, scalable to higher levels (by cascading),
but suffer with unequal device blocking voltages. However,
their device voltage stress is low and, do not increase with the
number of levels.

4) SC DOUBLER TOPOLOGIES

To address the voltage unbalance issues of series connected
sources, common ground issues with multiple sources and
control algorithm issues in parallel operation of inverters,
a seven-level SC configuration with multiple input voltage
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FIGURE 22. SC doubler and HBC topologies.

FIGURE 23. Modified HSC based switched capacitor topology.

sources sharing a common ground has been reported [112],
[113]. This configuration is well suited for microgrids and
electric vehicle networks, where asymmetric input sources
are available with emphasis on high-frequency ac (HFAC)
power distribution. Fig. 22(a) shows seven-level SC module
with a separate polarity and level generator, where level gen-
erator incorporates two asymmetrical dc-sources, three uni-
directional switching devices, one capacitor and two power
diodes. Initially, capacitor C1 is charged to the input volt-
age EIN1 through D1 by turning-on S3. Assuming EIN0 >

EIN, the possible output voltage levels are ±E1N1, ±E1N0,
± (E1N1 + E1N0). This SC configuration requires stiff dc-
sources, operates with unequal device blocking voltages and
preferred for renewable and PV applications.

To increase the number of output levels, additional voltage
sources, capacitors, and switches have to be connected [112].
Extending this SC configuration of Fig. 22(a), author reported
SC doubler, SC half-circuit and hybrid configuration with
SC doubler and SC half-circuit [113]. For topology shown
in Fig. 22(b), the output voltage levels can be increased by
employing a SC doubler circuit and further cascading it with
a voltage source [113].

5. MODIFIED HSC BASED SWITCHED CAPACITOR TOPOLOGY

The switched capacitor topology shown in Fig. 23 is derived
from HSC unit and reported in [114]. The switched capacitor

can be connected in parallel to the dc source (ES) and get
charged to its voltage and further switched in series with the
source to produce the desired voltage level. For ES = ER,
produces seven-level with the maximum output voltage of 3E.
If 2ES = ER, produces 11-level with total standing voltage of
this topology is 22E. This topology can be extended to higher
levels either by cascading multiple units or duplicating the
highlighted portion in Fig. 23 and connect them in parallel
as given in [114].

6) MODIFIED T-TYPE SWITCHED CAPACITOR TOPOLOGIES

These topologies are derived from T-type by incorporating
switched capacitor units. The topologies discussed under this
category are operated in boost mode with single dc source.
i) Topology–I (five-level T-type with one dc source): In [115],
a SC topology shown in Fig. 24(a), is proposed by changing
the position of a dc source and further replacing with a ca-
pacitor in five-level H-bridge T-type unit shown in Fig. 3(b).
By using a suitable control method [115], the capacitor can
be charged to half of the dc source voltage and maintained
in balanced state irrespective of the modulation index or load
characteristics. This topology produces five-level output volt-
age with a voltage gain of one and can be extended to higher
levels by cascading several units.
ii) Topology–II (dual T-type): In [116], a seven-level dual T-
type topology is reported. This topology is shown in Fig. 24(b)
and it is formed by series connection of two half-leg three-
level T-type configurations through a pair of uni-directional
switches. The capacitors, C1 and C2 are charged to E/2 and
floating capacitors, CF1 and CF2 are charged to E. The floating
capacitors operate symmetrically in every half-cycle, which
results in self-balancing of their voltages. The TSV of this
topology is 11E. The voltage gain of this topology is 1.5 and
the voltage levels in the output are ranging from +1.5E to
–1.5E. The ten switches in this topology form five comple-
mentary switch pairs and each switch pair operates symmetri-
cally and experience the same voltage and current stress, thus
renders equal power losses.
iii) Topology–III (Seven-level boost topology): In [117], a
switched capacitor RSC-MLI with a voltage gain of three is
reported. This topology is shown in Fig. 24(c) and it consists
of one bidirectional switch and ten unidirectional switches.
Two switched capacitors C1 and C2 are connected parallel to
the dc source (E) and get charged to a voltage level equal to
the dc source and further switched in series with the source
to produce the desired voltage level. Therefore, this topology
produces seven-levels in output voltage, ranging from +3E

to –3E. The inherent switching operation of this topology
facilitates the self-balance of capacitor voltages. The TSV of
this topology is 16E.
iv) Topology–IV (Nine-level cross-connected boost topology):

In [118], a nine level self-balancing boost configuration with
a voltage gain of two is reported. The circuit configuration is
shown in Fig. 24(d). Each capacitor is charged to E/2 and the
output voltage varies from +2E to –2E. Capacitor voltages are
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FIGURE 24. Modified T-type switched capacitor topologies.

FIGURE 25. Single-stage switched-capacitor unit (S3CM) topology.

self-balanced and independent of the load power factor and
modulation index. The maximum blocking voltage of cross-
connected switches is 2E and remaining switches is E. The
TSV of this topology is 11E.

7) SINGLE-STAGE SWITCHED-CAPACITOR UNIT (S3CM)

As shown in Fig. 25, a single-stage switched-capacitor mod-
ule (S3CM) topology, which ensures that the peak inverse
voltage across all the switches is within the dc source volt-
age has been reported [119]. This is a unit based switched
capacitor RSC-MLI, where each S3CM unit is a nine-level
boost inverter. Each S3CM unit have one stiff dc-source and
two capacitors which are charged equally to half of the source
voltage, and further the dc source voltage and dc-link capaci-
tors together contribute to boost the output voltage to double
of the source voltage. The voltage gain of this topology two
and the total standing voltage is 11E.

Motivated by the objective of S3CM, reduce device count
and increase number of levels, various compact single-stage
configurations are reported [156]–[159]. In [156], [157], a
nine-level boost topology with voltage gain two is reported.
This configuration is similar to Fig. 25, but the device count
reduced by one, which leads to reduction in TSV to 10E. In
[158], a seven-level S3CM topology is reported with a voltage
gain of 1.5 and TSV of 9E. A ladder extension of S3CM
topology by combining hybrid T-type topologies is reported
in [159].

8) SEVEN-LEVEL SC MODULE

Though most of the reported SC topologies possess self-
balancing structures, they do suffer with increased device

FIGURE 26. Seven-level boost topology.

count and high voltage stress due the presence of H-bridge.
In view of this, SC boost configurations without involving
H-bridge are explained here under. The seven-level SC mod-
ule shown in Fig. 26 involves three capacitors C1, C2 and
C3, among which authors termed C1 and C2 as dc-link ca-
pacitors and, C3 as switched capacitor [120]. Both C1 and
C2 charge and discharge periodically but not simultaneously,
where they charge from dc source to half of its value (E/2) and
discharge to load. C3 is charged through the dc source to full
magnitude (E). With appropriate switching operation, this SC
configuration produces seven-level output voltage with levels
±3E/2, ±E, ±E/2 and zero. The switching redundancies of
this configuration helps to effective control of dc-link capac-
itors and supports the inverter voltage boosting ability. Cas-
caded configuration of this SC module supports both symmet-
rical and asymmetrical voltage ratios. However, its complex
topological structure increases the difficulty to realize it for
three-phase applications.

9) NINE-LEVEL QUADRUPLE BOOST INVERTER

The SC configuration shown in Fig. 27 involve a stiff dc
source (E), three capacitors and a half-leg structure operating
at fundamental frequency at load end [121]. However, the
structural arrangement and switching operation of Fig. 27 are
modified such that it produces a nine-level quadruple boost
output voltage. C1 is charged through the dc-source to full of
its magnitude and, further C2 (also C3) is charged from C1 and
source. However, both C2 and C3 will neither simultaneously
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FIGURE 27. Nine-level quadruple boost converter.

FIGURE 28. Hybrid seven-level SC with stacked configuration.

charge/discharge nor together contribute to the load voltage.
This limits maximum load voltage to 4E, which is obtained
when the C2/C3 is switched in series with C1 and dc source.
Thus C1, C2, and C3 are charged several times in a cycle,
such that their voltages maintain at E, 2E, and 2E respectively
without any auxiliary balance circuit or complicated control
strategy. For positive voltage levels C1 pair up with C2, and
for negative voltage levels C1 pair up with C3.

10) HYBRID SC: STACKED CONFIGURATION

A hybrid configuration was developed by adopting SC tech-
niques in stacked topologies [122]. [122] incorporated the
concept of shared dc-link to develop a boost inverter to fur-
ther reduce the dc-source requirement as shown in Fig. 28.
This configuration is a stacked structure of three-level T-type
inverter with H-bridge, through few auxiliary switches. Ab-
sence of auxiliary switches, charges dc-link capacitor of three-
level T-type to half the magnitude. This limits the maximum
possible output voltage to 3E/4, though the applied source
voltage is E. Therefore, to operate in boost mode, few aux-
iliary switches are incorporated, such that they ensure that
total dc-link voltage of both T-type and H-bridge is equal to
the dc-source voltage, thus boosting output voltage to 3E/2.
This configuration is extended to higher levels by duplicating
highlighted part in Fig. 28. A configuration similar to [122],
is reported in [123].

11) FLOATING CAPACITOR-BASED SC TOPOLOGIES

To minimize the requirement of dc sources and to boost up
natural charge balance ability, three SC configurations i.e.,
floating capacitor based (FCB) configuration [124], switched
capacitor (SC) based configuration [125] and a hybrid config-
uration with FCB and SC units [126] have been reported.

FIGURE 29. Split capacitor based topologies.

i) Topology-1: Split capacitor or floating capacitor topology:

The structural arrangement of this floating capacitor based
FCB unit is shown in Fig. 29(b), where the arrangement of
the capacitors is such that it forms a spilt capacitor structure
across the dc source and charges each capacitor to half the
magnitude of the dc source voltage [124]. Thus, this FCB unit
operates as a three-level inverter, producing +E/2, 0 and –E/2
levels in its output voltage. However, it is to be noted that, dc
voltage source is responsible only for charging the capacitors
but doesn’t contribute for load current directly.

Further this configuration is extended to higher levels
by cascading. Cascading n identical units, this RSC-MLI
produces (2n + 1) levels in phase-voltage. However, re-
placing the diode bridge and uni-directional switch, with a
bi-directional switch, reduces the device count to 2n uni-
directional switches, n bi-directional switches and 2n capaci-
tors to produce levels from +(n/2)E to –(n/2)E. Further, this
configuration is valid for asymmetrical configuration (for bi-
nary and trinary dc voltage ratios) as well.
ii) Topology-2: Switched capacitor-based boost topology:

The SC unit is shown in Fig. 29(b), which consists of one
stiff dc source (2E), two capacitors, and several active and
passive semiconductor devices has been reported in [125].
Switching operation of this SC unit is carried such that both
the capacitors are periodically charged and discharged to half
the magnitude of source voltage, without needing any voltage
sensors or complex modulation methods. Thus, each capacitor
charges to E and produces nine-levels in output voltage vary-
ing from ±4E. This configuration can be extended to higher
levels by cascading and suffers with unequal device blocking
voltages.
iii) Topology-3: Switched capacitor-based hybrid topology:

This hybrid structure is developed by stacking FCB and SC
unit [126]. In this, the structure of SC unit shown in Fig. 29(a)
is modified, such that C1 charges from source and C2 charges
from C1 and source. Operating this modified SC unit with
a stiff voltage of 2E, C1 charges to 2E and, C2 charges to
4E. Thus, SC acts as a nine-level inverter producing ±2E,
±4E, ±6E, ±8E and zero voltage levels in its output. Further,
operating FCB with stiff source of 2E, produces three-levels
in its output voltage with ±E and zero levels. Therefore, oper-
ating SC unit at fundamental frequency and FCB at switching
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FIGURE 30. Multi-layered topology [127].

frequency, this hybrid configuration acts as a nineteen-level
inverter with output varying between ±9E.

12) MULTI-LAYERED TOPOLOGIES

These multi-layered topologies are self-balanced and possess
voltage boosting ability with multiple layers. The output of
first layer is forwarded as input to the second layer and this
continues for the next layers. There are various multi lay-
ered configurations reported, among them, topologies with-
out separate polarity generator are remarkable as they reduce
the device stress. Among the pool of such topologies, two
well-known configurations reported in the recent times are
discussed below.
i) Topology-1: The configuration shown in Fig. 30 is reported
for nine-level, however, it has the ability to operate for any
generalized (odd) level [127]. The key feature of this topology
is its voltage boosting ability by operating the switches at
device ratings less than the dc-source magnitude.
ii) Topology-II: In PV and micro-grid applications, a low-
voltage dc source is used. From this source, a high amount of
current is drawn in the case of boosting ac output voltage. The
hybrid SC topology with multiple dc sources is the solution
for the drawbacks of single dc source SC topologies [128].

This hybrid SC is a combination of asymmetrical dc sources
and capacitors that leads to reduce the number of dc sources
and their cost. In this topology, capacitor voltages are bal-
anced at multiples of dc sources through different paths that
are provided by power semiconductor devices [128]. This
step-up inverter has the capability of bipolar voltage gen-
eration without using H-bridge. This hybrid topology eases
capacitors voltage balancing and decreases the number of
capacitors in higher power applications.

E. TRANSFORMER BASED TOPOLOGIES

In literature, single-phase five-level inverters using coupled
inductors are presented in [160], [161]. However, these con-
figurations produce restricted number of levels. Therefore, to

FIGURE 31. Transformer based reduced components (TBRC) topology.

FIGURE 32. Single-source transformer based shared leg topology.

further increase the number of levels with appreciable reduc-
tion in device count, few inverter configurations incorporating
transformer at load end are reported. These configurations are
developed such that the presence of the transformer increases
the levels in output voltage. Presence of transformer made
them fault tolerant, reliable, eliminated voltage balancing is-
sues, reduced filter and dc-source requirements. However, the
presence of transformer increases the inverter size, weight,
cost, losses and complexity. The following are listed under
this category.

1) SINGLE-PHASE TRANSFORMER BASED REDUCED

COMPONENTS (TBRC) RSC-MLI

To minimize the isolated dc-source requirements and elim-
inate voltage balancing issues in CHB, a topology by con-
necting multiple H-bridges with a common dc-supply at its
input side and isolation transformers at the output side has
been reported in [129] and shown in Fig. 31. All the H-bridges
share a common dc-supply, with a single dc-source appended.
Further the transformer secondary windings is cascaded and
thus contribute to the output similar to the classical CHB.
Similar configurations involving the concept of sharing leg is
reported in [130] and shown in Fig. 32. A similar transformer
based configuration by cascading half-bridges is reported in
[131]. A similar concept with two dc sources is reported in
[162].

2) TWO-PHASE FIVE-LEVEL CONVERTER WITH SCOTT

TRANSFORMER

In literature, these are two-phase topologies producing two-
phase output voltage which is further converted to three-phase
via Scott connected transformer as shown in Fig. 33. These are
popular in medium power rectifiers, where unity power factor
(UPF) control is not necessary. However, these topologies can
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FIGURE 33. Transformer based two-phase topology.

FIGURE 34. Transformer based H4-H6 topology.

also be incorporated in medium power grid tied systems for
flexible control of active and reactive powers. In recent times,
a five-level two-phase configuration for three-phase isolated
grid-tied systems is reported in [132], [133]. This topology
has two stages i.e., a five-level inverter to produce two-phase
output and a Scott-T connected transformer to magnetically
transform the output to three-phase. The key features of these
two-phase topologies are presence of single dc-source in com-
mon to both the two-phases, large reduction in switch count,
dc-link capacitor voltages have an inherent ability to self-
balance and the voltage stress across the power devices equal
to half of the dc-link voltage.

3) H4-H6 TOPOLOGY

To reduce the number of levels with effective reduction in
device count, a hybrid asymmetrical 19-level topology is re-
ported in [134]. The configuration shown in Fig. 34 has two
types of bridges: a conventional H-bridge inverter (H4) and a
single-phase six switch inverter (H6). The corresponding out-
put terminals of H4 and H6 bridges are connected to primary
of two single-phase transformers in the ratio of 1: 2 and 1: 1
respectively. Next, secondary terminals of two transformers
are connected in series to attain the maximum number of
levels. Two dc-sources with E and 2E voltages are connected
in common to both H4 and H6 inverter. H4 inverter produces
three-level output voltage (+6E, 0, –6E after the transformer)

FIGURE 35. A three-phase three-level inverter by cascading two
three-phase two-level inverters.

and H6 inverter operates as seven-level inverter with levels
(+3E to –3E). Finally, this hybrid configuration produces 19-
levels in output voltage with magnitudes varying from +9E

to –9E. The key feature of this configuration is equal device
blocking voltages. However, this configuration is complex to
extend for higher levels.

F. THREE-PHASE TOPOLOGIES

The attractive feature of conventional two-level inverter is a
common dc source to all the phases. Considering this, sev-
eral RSC-MLIs are developed by modifying or extending
the three-phase inverter structure with additional switches or
chopper units. In literature, three-phase topologies are re-
ported by hybridizing the conventional two-level inverter or
multilevel inverter [135]–[140], [163], [164].

1) TWO-LEVEL INVERTER BASED TOPOLOGIES

In [135], a three-phase three-level inverter is reported by
cascading two three-phase two-level inverters as shown in
Fig. 35. The main advantage of this topology is absence of
fast-recovery diodes, requirement of two isolated power sup-
plies when compared to same level CHB and retrofitting of
two existing two-level inverters. On the flip side, the bot-
tom three switches in this topology are rated such that they
block the entire dc-link voltage. This topology is adopted for
open-end winding induction motor by connecting a three-level
inverter at one end and a two-level inverter at the other [164].

In [136], a modular symmetrical configuration by involving
a two-level inverter with upper switches of each leg connected
to common dc-link through series connected chopper units has
been reported and shown in Fig. 36. Topological configuration
of this MLI shown in Fig. 36 produce five-level line-voltage.
Duplicating the chopper units, extends the configuration for
higher level. With n chopper units, this topology involves
3(2n + 2) switches to produce (n + 2) levels in pole-voltage
and (2n + 3) levels in line-voltage. This configuration facil-
itates uniform utilization of dc sources but produces unequal
device blocking voltages.

2) MULTILEVEL INVERTER BASED TOPOLOGIES

In [137], [138], three-phase topologies that are derived by
modifying three-level NPC have been reported. The authors
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FIGURE 36. Three-phase two-level inverter based RSC-MLI topology.

FIGURE 37. Comparison of TSV and total semiconductor count in
generalized topologies.

proposed four possible configurations with two different leg
structures. The mid-point of each leg is connected to an aux-
iliary structure. This structure is formed with chopper cells.
However, the position and arrangement of chopper cells is
different in these topologies. These RSC-MLIs possess a gen-
eralized topological arrangement and can be operated with

FIGURE 38. Comparison of TSV, total semiconductor count and number of
voltage levels in unit based topologies.

FIGURE 39. Comparison of TSV, total semiconductor count, number of
voltage levels and voltage gain in switched capacitor topologies.

symmetrical and asymmetrical dc voltages. These configu-
rations are reported for five-levels in pole-voltage. All these
RSC-MLIs doesn’t have switching redundancies, produces
unequal blocking voltages and may result in non-uniform
utilization of dc sources.

In [139], a hybrid three-phase five-level inverter is de-
veloped for PV application by integrating three-level T-type
RSC-MLI and three-level DCMLI configurations with single-
phase transformer. The primary windings of transformers are
connected across the three-level T-type inverter and three-
level DCMLI configuration and secondary windings being
connected across three-phase load terminals. In [140], a novel
three-phase five-level configuration is proposed by cascading
half and full H-bridge inverters with isolation transformer,
where half bridges acts as level generator and full bridge
serves as polarity generator.
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TABLE 2. Comparison of Device Count and Salient Features of Generalized RSC-MLIs Topologies
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TABLE 3. Comparison of Device Count and Salient Features of Stacked RSC-MLIs Topologies

IV. COMPREHENSIVE COMPARISON OF RSC-MLIS

This section presents a comparison on the features, merits
and limitations of various RSC-MLIs. In Fig. 37, a com-
parative charts are given for selected generalized topologies.
These charts are drawn to compare TSV and total number of
semiconductor devices with respect to the number of levels.
The total number semiconductor devices (total switch count)
is the sum of power diodes, unidirectional and bidirectional
switches. The bidirectional switches are treated as two unidi-
rectional switches. For a better comparison, in Fig. 37 CHB
is also included and assumed that the considered topologies
are symmetrical. From Fig. 37(a), it can be concluded that
TSV of SSPS and MLDCL are equal. Similarly, TSV of CHB
and SDS are equal and lowest among the others. On the other
hand, the total switch count of SDS and T-type topology are
same and lowest among other. The total switch count of SSPS,
MLDCL, RV and SCSS are equal and a little higher than SDS
and T-type. CHB is having low TSV but the total switch count
is high. In conclusion, SDS possesses low TSV and require
least number of switches devices.

In Fig. 38, comparison charts for selected unit based topolo-
gies are presented in terms of TSV, total number of semi-
conductor devices and number of voltage levels. The X-axis
indicates the figure numbers.

In Fig. 39(a), comparison charts for selected switched ca-
pacitor based topologies are presented in terms of TSV, to-
tal number of semiconductor devices and number of volt-
age levels. The X-axis indicates the figure numbers. The
voltage gains comparison for the selected switched capac-
itor toplogies is shown in Fig. 39(b). The 13-level SC
tripler plus doubler topology shown in Fig. 20(b) has
highest voltage gain but its TSV is high. The topologies
shown in Fig. 24(d) and Fig. 25 have better value for
proposition.

Further, a comprehensive comparison on the features, mer-
its and limitations of various categories of RSC-MLIs is
presented in Table 2 to Table 7. The parameters considered
for comparative study are: topological arrangement, physical
structure, switching nature of level and polarity generators,
requirement of dc supply, involvement of uni-directional or
bi-directional switches, device count, device blocking volt-
ages, utilization of dc sources, load power distribution, dc link
voltage balancing, possibility to operate with asymmetrical
dc sources, voltage boosting ability, switching redundancies,
generalization of the topology to higher levels and fault toler-
ance ability.

From these comparisons, the following observations can be
drawn:
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TABLE 4. Comparison of Device Count and Salient Features of Unit-Based RSC-MLIs Topologies

� For modular topologies, the extension of topology to
higher levels with the addition of new devices, does not
affect the blocking voltage and rating of the existing
devices.

� In H-bridge and HSC based topologies, the voltage rat-
ing of the devices in H-bridge and HSC are higher or
equal to the total dc link voltage. In topologies such as
MLDCL, SSPS, T-type, RV, SCSS, hybrid T-type, MLM,
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TABLE 5. Comparison of Device Count and Salient Features of Switched Capacitor RSC-MLIs Topologies

6

basic unit RSC-MLI, cascaded MLI with H-bridge and
hybrid MLI using switched capacitor units, the switches
in the polarity generator are rated for the total dc-link
voltage.

� The topologies with separate polarity generator and level
generator, possess symmetric switching operation for
both positive and negative voltage levels. Most often,
level generator of RSC-MLIs always produce the output
voltage for additive combination of dc sources and does
not facilitate switching states for subtractive combina-
tions. This limits the asymmetry of the topology with
trinary voltage ratios.

� Reduction in switch count, reduces the switching redun-
dancies, creates unequal voltage stress and blocking volt-
ages on the switches and limits the capability to balance
the dc link voltages thus, leads to the unequal utilization
of dc sources.

� Switching redundancies play a key role in reconfigura-
tion of the inverter in faulty condition. Thus, limited or
absence of switching redundancies in RSC-MLI topolo-
gies have restricted fault tolerant ability.

� Level generator of few RSC-MLIs does not produce zero
voltage and is produced from polarity generator. In case
of open circuit (OC) faults, these configurations may not
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TABLE 5. Continued.
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TABLE 5. Continued.

TABLE 6. Comparison of Device Count and Salient Features of Transformer-Based RSC-MLIs Topologies

TABLE 7. Comparison of Device Count and Salient Features of Three-Phase Based RSC-MLIs Topologies

permit to by-pass faulty operating unit and limits the
fault tolerant ability of the topology.

� Requirement of dc supply: Few RSC-MLI possesses the
topological structure where a common dc link will be
connected to all the phases such as three-phase RSC-
MLIs. Also, few other topologies require non-isolated dc
voltages.

� In switched capacitor RSC-MLI, the dc sources can be
replaced by capacitors and a single dc supply can be
connected in parallel to them. This reduces the require-
ment of dc sources, however it cannot be preferred for
high-voltage applications, as it causes voltage unbalance.

� Few other topologies such as SSPS, possess boost cir-
cuit configuration, where the topology charges multiple
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capacitors through one stiff dc source such that voltage
across each capacitor is equal to the dc source voltage.

V. FUTURE TRENDS

Although, many RSC-MLI topologies are reported in open-
loop with RL load, a few RSC-MLI configurations are re-
ported for specific applications such as PV [167]–[169],
adjustable speed drives [170]–[173], power quality [174],
FACTS [175], solid-state transformers [176], energy storage
[177], [178], electric vehicles [179], wireless power transfer
[180] and power factor correction [181], [182]. While, the
RSC-MLI topologies are widely popular in academia from the
past decade, they are yet to be penetrated in commercial ap-
plications. Investigating the reasons behind it reveals that re-
duction in switch count in most of the configurations, in turn,
reduced the switching redundancies and modularity, which
further effected the utilization of dc-link, fault-tolerance and
reliability. Nevertheless, there are a few configurations such
as MLDCL, T-type, half-leg T-type and LDN steadily gaining
their prominence and are expected to take share in future
industrial applications.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper an extensive review of recently reported re-
duced switch count multilevel inverters (RSC-MLIs) has been
presented to provide a clear perspective and a technological
update for researchers, engineers and manufacturers. A broad
classification of RSC-MLIs into six categories with further
sub classifications of various topologies are presented to pro-
vide easy selection of an appropriate converter for a particular
application. The RSC-MLIs have evolved from a theoretical
concept to real applications due to several remarkable features
such as possibility of connecting directly to medium voltage,
reduction in dc sources and semiconductor devices and their
associated gate driver circuits, increased efficiency, less cost
and small size. On the other side, the requirement of assorted
switching devices with different ratings, reduced switching
redundancies, limited fault tolerant ability, limited modularity,
unequal dc voltage sharing and complex modulation schemes
are yet to be addressed to increase the penetration of these
converters into power market.
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